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Introductions
Florian Gilcher
● Rust developer since 2013, Trainer 

since 2015
● Part of Rust community team and 

Rust core, Board Member Rust 
Foundation

● Founder of the Berlin users group and 
RustFest and Oxidize conferences

● Co-Founder of Ferrous Systems, a 
group of Rust developers providing

○ Help in adopting Rust
○ Training
○ Development
○ Maintenance and work on the Rust 

compiler

Robin Randhawa
● Embedded Systems Tinkerer
● Programming language enthusiast
● I work in Arm’s Open Source software 

group at Cambridge, UK
● Current focus areas are safety themed 

software architecture in Automotive, 
Industrial and Robotics domains

● Long time friend of Linaro since the 
early days

https://ferrous-systems.com


So, what’s the big deal with Rust and 
why should anyone care ?



The C Programming Language
Important design intent and general 
philosophy:
○ Maximal code portability
○ Fine grained control over machine 

code and data layout
○ Maximal performance (‘close to the 

metal’)

To achieve this:
○ C assumes an abstract machine model
○ Permits a level of ‘intentional 

ambiguity’ in the language 
specification



The C Programming Language
That ‘intentional ambiguity’ was 
useful:
○ Because it enabled near absolute 

control of the underlying machine
○ Gave rise to the ‘C is the assembly of 

higher level languages’ meme

But that brought with it a number of 
problems:
○ Code safety automatically took a 

back-seat
■ Type size ambiguity
■ Pointer/Integer ambiguity
■ Buffer {over/under}-flow
■ Use-after-free
■ Etc



The C Programming Language
That ‘intentional ambiguity’ was 
useful:
○ Because it enabled near absolute 

control of the underlying machine
○ Gave rise to the ‘C is the assembly of 

higher level languages’ meme

■ That put the onus of writing safe 
code on the programmer

■ That became a significant problem 
for large projects

■ Especially for concurrent and/or 
parallel programming

■ To rationalise programming for 
safety and security, languages 
evolved in ways significantly 
different from C
● Dynamic typing
● Garbage collection
● (many more)
●

That made some very pronounced trade-offs 
very apparent!



The C Programming Language

Firmware

Bootloaders

Hypervisors

OS Kernels

Middleware

High-level Apps
Rich web 
servers, 
Banking 

applications, 
HFT, 

Scientific 
computing, 

Etc

C became dominant
(But the onus lay largely on 
the programmer for safety 

and security)

Java, Python, Ruby, C#, Scala 
et al became dominant

(But applicability for 
time-determinism sensitive 
domains became limited)



And then Rust comes along...

Firmware

Bootloaders

Hypervisors

OS Kernels

Middleware

High-level Apps ● Compile time static analysis
● Compile time guarantee of 

memory safety
● Even for concurrent and/or 

parallel programs
● Even considering 

synchronisation practicalities

● Rust is probably the only 
programming language 
intended to be a systems 
programming language that 
also finds popular use in the full 
stack



Memory safety example: Vector reallocation



Memory safety example: Vector reallocation

References current vector 
allocation

May reallocate

If reallocated, this is 
illegal



Memory safety example: Vector reallocation



Synchronisation example



Synchronisation example
1. Ensures the function can 

interact with the Mutex, but 
not manipulate the Mutex 
itself

2. Ownership tracking makes 
sure the lock will be 
released before the end of 
the function

3. Inner reference tracking 
(‘borrowing’) will make sure 
a reference to the locked 
data cannot be held longer 
than the lock

1.

2.
3.

Rust effectively provides proper call ordering for resource 
based APIs



Rust synchronisation hidden gems
● Rust is memory-safe even in concurrent settings
● That means the compiler detects when synchronisation of data for concurrent 

access is necessary
● That also means Rust detects when unsynchronised (read-only) access is safely 

possible!



Rusts core strength is finding bugs early
● The later a bug is found, the more expensive it is
● Rust and its compiler put an emphasis on finding bugs early
● All this through static analysis!



Rust provides good (even fun!) ways to solve hard problems



The Importance of the Tier-1 ‘badge’ 
and how we made it happen!



Open Source 
Software

Safety Critical 
Domains

I got asked to explore if, why, where and 
how Open Source Software can help improve 

Safety Critical Domains



L4Re

Proprietary

Open Source

Safety and Security themed Kernel design



Safety and Security themed Programming 
Languages



● Safety and Security 
focused design

● Explicit support for 
memory safety

● Even in concurrent 
and/or parallel scenarios

● Programmer 
expressiveness

● Standard library 
richness

● Etc

● Development model
● Governance model
● Community dynamic
● Ecosystem uptake
● Etc

Technical Aspects Other Aspects

Building a subjective view of merit



The Rust Language

Ferris the Crab



Performance

Rust is blazingly fast and memory-efficient: with 
no runtime or garbage collector, it can power 

performance-critical services, run on embedded 
devices, and easily integrate with other 

languages.

Reliability

Rust’s rich type system and ownership model 
guarantee memory-safety and thread-safety — 
enabling you to eliminate many classes of bugs 

at compile-time.

Productivity

Rust has great documentation, a friendly 
compiler with useful error messages, and 

top-notch tooling — an integrated package 
manager and build tool, smart multi-editor 

support with auto-completion and type 
inspections, an auto-formatter, and more.

Evaluating the language’s claims

https://www.rust-lang.org

https://www.rust-lang.org


Evaluating the language’s claims
Performance (microbenchmarks)

Computer language benchmarks game

https://benchmarksgame-team.pages.debian.net/benchmarksgame/index.html


Evaluating the language’s claims
Performance (‘macro’ benchmarks)

TechEmpower web server framework shootout

https://www.techempower.com/benchmarks/


Evaluating the language’s claims
Productivity Tools

A very helpful compiler!



Evaluating the language’s claims
Productivity Tools

A very helpful compiler!



Evaluating the language’s claims
Developer Tools

Cargo
● Powerful package manager
● Dependency management
● Reproducible builds
● Custom package registry support
● License checking across dependencies

https://doc.rust-lang.org/cargo/index.html


Evaluating the language’s claims
Tools

Emacs, Vim, VSCode supported



Evaluating the language’s claims
Misc

Complex Data Types
(Sequences, Maps, Sets)

Built-in support for Modular 
Development

Generics

No GC

Unsafe ‘escape hatch’ Rich Error handling

Async support

Lightweight Object 
Orientedness with Traits

Cross-compilation ease

Focused support for 
bare-metal (no_std) envs



● The ‘out-of-the-box’ Rust experience on AArch64 Linux 
was poor

● No non-x86_64 target was a Tier-1 supported Rust 
target

● Rust had a top-class language Reference - but no ISO 
grade language reference



Alex Crichton
(Fastly)

● I reached out to Alex who is a 
prolific Rust community member and 
who was intimately aware of the 
‘Tier-1 Arm problem’ and who was 
very well connected

● Credit where due:
○ The Tier-1 initiative would 

probably not have 
happened without Alex’s 
timely guidance!

Josh Triplett
(Former Intel - Independent Consultant)

● I reached out to Josh who is also a 
prolific Rust community member and 
is responsible for the Tier 
classification definitions

● Josh is also instrumental in the Rust 
for Linux kernel drivers initiative

● Credit where due:
○ Josh’s guidance with the 

Tier-1 RFC articulation and 
the accompanying reports 
was super useful!



● Alex put me in touch with the Rust Lang Core Team
● A super helpful and wise assemblage of folks with 

tonnes of experience with language design, deployment 
and nurturing a community



(me)





Rust Compiler 
Test Suite 

100% Pass 
Rate

Test Suite 
running on

Native Silicon

Silicon 
accessible by 

Rust Core 
Team

Continuous 
Integration of 
Test Suite on 
Native Silicon

Community 
facing Arm 

Linux experts 
group

A process for 
triaging and 

resolving 
failures

Evidencing all 
of the above in 

RFCs

Processing 
feedback and 

iterating

Working with 
the Rust Core 

Team to 
finalise the 

Release



Open Source Software 
Division

Compiler Tools Division

Research Division
Special 
Interest 
Group

● A number of folks within Arm were 
already evaluating Rust and were liking 
it

● I helped set up a cross-org SIG which 
quickly became very popular



● Credit where due:
○ Rodolph - for being a fellow conspirator who 

understood the value here and for 
supporting me in making the case

○ Mark - for listening, understanding the value 
and supporting the cause!

● So we got a small team within the Arm Open 
Source Division to progress the Tier-1 initiative

Me

Rodolph
Perfetta

Mark
Hambleton Team



Team

Compiler cross-builds

Compiler native builds

Test suite failure triage

Fixups

Upstream submissions

Engagements to Merge

Guide to rustc development

https://rustc-dev-guide.rust-lang.org/about-this-guide.html




Bare-metal Server Instance

Rust CI GitHub Actions 
Rules

Rust Compiler Test 
SuitePietro AlbiniTeam Functional Rust 

CI Loop!!!

● Credit where due:
○ Pietro - for making GitHub Actions fit for purpose and 

for putting all the bits together to get a complete CI 
loop working

○ Kushal Koolwal (Arm) and Ed Valmietti (Packet) for 
understanding the value props and enabling access to 
silicon

https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/blob/master/src/ci/github-actions/ci.yml
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/blob/master/src/ci/github-actions/ci.yml


● The Core Team set us up with a temporary Zulip channel 
focused on Arm Tier-1 attainment

● In addition, a new and perpetual Zulip channel to help with 
triage of Arm regressions was created (t-compiler/arm) with 
the Arm Rust Team and some of Rust Core Team

● This satisfied an important Tier-1 requirement



● The Core Team set us up with a 
‘Triagebot’ that would automatically 
ping us folks on #t-compiler/arm





Justifications provided, with evidence
1.a. The Rust compiler and compiler tests must all build and pass reliably for the target in 
question.

1.b. All necessary supporting infrastructure, including dedicated hardware, to build and run 
the Rust compiler and compiler tests reliably must be available openly.

1.c. There must exist a robust and convenient CI integration for the target in question.

2.a. The long term viability of the existence of a target specific ecosystem should be clear.

2.b. The long term viability of supporting the target should be clear.

2.c. The target must have substantial and widespread interest within the Rust developer 
community.

2.d. The target must serve the interests of multiple production users of Rust across 
multiple organizations or projects.



● Most issues to do with 
education/awareness and 
were easily resolved

● One key issue was to do 
with cleaning up 
misconceptions in the 
compiler test suites about 
x86_64 tests and their 
applicability to AArch64 - 
resolved by herculean 
crowd sourcing of all the 
tests!

● Key blocker!!! :(
○ The AArch64 LLVM 

back-end doesn’t have 
generic support for 
stack-probing 
mitigations against 
stack clashing



Kristof Beyls
(Arm)

Oliver Stannard
(Linaro)

● Credit where due:
○ Kristof looks after LLVM things at Arm and I sought his advice
○ He put me in touch with Oliver who then proceeded to look at adding 

stack-probing support to LLVM for AArch64!
○ Crisis averted!





● After all the issues raised were empirically addressed, we got unanimous approval 
from all key stakeholders!!!







Some final words about tiers
● Tier 2 are still high quality targets

○ Tier 2 can still be release blockers and will be shipped with every release
● Tier 1 is high assurance

○ Runs full test and quality assurance test suites for every commit
○ Engineering support really helps

● Tier 1 targets influence the quality of Tier 2 on the same platform positively
● RFC 2803: https://github.com/rust-lang/rfcs/pull/2803

https://github.com/rust-lang/rfcs/pull/2803


The importance of ARM on Tier 1
● Rust is currently in phase of fast adoption
● Two architectures being tier1 and a number of other ones Tier 2 has a lot of 

importance
● ARM reaching out way before the fast adoption phase meant time for a proper 

release
● In the hot phase

○ Programming language adoption is not unidirectional
○ Companies and projects adopting Rust are aiming for well supported architectures with 

preference
○ Broadening architecture support shows growth in the right directions

● Rust is often used in greenfield projects, where hardware choice is free(er)



Filling the other gaps!



Cortex-A Crate

● Autogenerate safe Rust 
wrappers for system control 
register access from Arm ISA 
XML specs

● Cortex-R adaptation

MMU Crate

● Rust traits for architectural 
configuration of MMUs and for 
basic page-to-frame attribute 
expression + mapping schemes

GIC Crate

● Rust traits for architectural 
configuration of GICs and for 
basic IRQ-to-handler attribute 
expression + mapping schemes

DeviceTree Crate

● Safe parsing and manipulation of 
standards compliant Device-Tree 
blobs

PSCI Crate

● Rust traits for PSCI services
● Enables different back-end 

implementations in Rust 
(bare-metal/{RT}OS hosted)

POSIX Clib Crate

● Rust traits for POSIX APIs
● Enables different and back-end 

implementations in Rust 
(bare-metal/{RT}OS hosted)

● C linkage via Rust FFI

Firmware

● PSA-FF-A compliant firmware 
implementation in Rust

● PSA-FF-M

Bootloader

● EBBR compliant bootloader 
implementation in Rust

Hypervisor

● Type-1 static partitioning 
hypervisor in Rust

● Misc Type-1 Hypervisor 
Enablement via rust-vmm

Architecture support

● Rust support for Advanced 
NEON/SIMD intrinsics

● SVE
● Future safety and security centric 

Arm architecture extensions

Tier-1 maintenance

● CI
● Triage
● Fix
● Rust compiler test suite 

extensions/cleanups

Ferrocene

● A concrete path to making Rust 
viable for ISO2626, ISO61508

● Led by Ferrous Systems GmbH

Other AArch64 Triples

● AArch64 macOS
● AArch64 FreeBSD
● AArch64 Windows

Rust for Linux Drivers

● Rust wrappers to Kernel Driver 
APIs

Rust Working 
Groups

(A, R, M, Embedded 
HAL)

Rust Core 
Team

Industry

Rust 
community

Rust Specialist 
Shops

Rust 
Foundation

Arm

One ambition is to enable Rust uptake in system SW layers 
for Arm by working with interested parties

Firmware

Bootloaders

Hypervisors

OS Kernels

Middleware

High-level Apps



Rust Code MIR LLVM IR Machine Code

● Increase trust in the Rust compiler
● Model the correctness of the translation of Rust code to MIR using formal methods

○ Correctness properties expressed as higher order formal proofs
○ Modern techniques using theorem solvers (Coq et al) are used to verify the proofs
○ The proofs act as a runnable language description and a test suite
○ This keeps the focus on the language without getting into toolchain specifics

Theorem prover

Proof Library

Evidence of translation 
correctness

Rust -> MIR translation 
correctness properties Correctness ProofRust language expression 

The other ambition is to enable Rust’s path to 
ISO26262/ISO61508 deployments using Formal Methods



Outlook / Future
● Libraries and bindings
● Tooling

○ https://knurling.ferrous-systems.com/
○ https://probe.rs/ 

● Support for safety-critical environments
○ Qualification of compilers and libraries (e.g. ISO 26262)
○ Review and safety guidelines
○ Tooling for safety-critical industries
○ Long Term Support services
○ https://ferrous-systems.com/ferrocene

https://knurling.ferrous-systems.com/
https://probe.rs/
https://ferrous-systems.com/ferrocene


Thank you
Accelerating deployment in the Arm Ecosystem


